We show that the standard, single-expansion extended boundary condition method provides convergent scattering results for osculating dielectric spheres and discuss the implications of this result.
Introduction
The 
[R(-fcosO+41-fZsin20), tS> X/2, where R is the radius of the component spheres, 
where ® is the scattering angle, and has only six independent elements [7] . The (1, 1)-element of the scattering matrix (i.e., the phase function) satisfies the standard normalization condition,
We have found that although the accuracy of single-expansion T-matrix computations for osculating spheres depends on the particle refractive index m and size parameter x = 2rd_/X ()_ is wavelength) as well as on f, convergent results can be obtained for a rather wide range of these parameters.
As an example, Fig. 1 Not surprisingly, the single-sphere curves in Fig. 1 
